
INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Who's Better at Social Media and Online Persuasion:  
Barack Obama or Mitt Romney?  

 

 

For Full Survey Data, Sampling Methodology, 
 and Other Resources on This Poll Please Visit: 

http://www.totalconversioncode.com/ObamaVsRomney/ 
 

Ø Q: What did your poll find? 

ü A: We asked more than 2,500 United States internet users approximating 
the US Census Population Survey who was better at online persuasion and 
social media.  We found the President overwhelmingly led Mr. 
Romney by almost a 30% margin (almost two to one!), with the 
exception of the Over 65 age category, where the two were statistically 
tied 

Ø Q: Why do you think Mr. Obama is so far in the lead? 

ü A: We believe his campaign excels in six major components of 
online persuasion: 

§ #1: Simplicity of Requests:  Mr. Obama's landing page forms, 
presentation of fundraising requests, and overall messaging are simple 
and to the point.  Mr. Romney presents more complex forms and other 
hurdles for the prospective contributor to jump through. 

§ #2: Use of Technology: Mr. Obama's team more effectively uses 1-
click upsell devices (a technology which allows visitors to ADD TO their 
purchase and/or contribution without having to re-enter their credit 
card and other contact information) 

§ #3: Leveraging YouTube:  Mr. Obama more consistently presents 
YouTube videos across media which lead to his YouTube channel, 
increasing the possibility users will watch and SHARE more videos 

http://www.totalconversioncode.com/ObamaVsRomney/


§ #4: Pervasiveness of a Single Message and Simple Branding.  
Mr. Obama's branding is more consistent ACROSS media.  The same 
message, call to action, and even button colors and styles are present 
regardless of and core message is more. 

§ #5: Better Use of Pictures:  Mr. Obama uses pictures which show 
him and/or his family not only in warmer and more personal 
situations, but also gazing towards the call to action on the sites of 
interest.  For example, when you are asked for your email address, 
you see the President's picture looking at the email field on the form 
itself 

§ #6: More Effective Use of Twitter: Mr. Romney constantly uses his 
own Twitter account to link to Mr. Obama's sites and/or tweets.  
Although he's trying to reference talking points which Mr. Romney 
believes are negatives, we think it is a mistake to move his own 
followers to the President's web assets. 

Ø Q: How can our readers/listeners/viewers learn more about online persuasion 
and conversion? 

ü A: Business owners and individuals with websites can learn how use 
internet persuasion to flood their sites with targeted traffic at 
BigTrafficMonster.com  

 

To contact Dr. Livingston and/or Terry Dean regarding an interview, questions about  
the poll, and/or other issues, please email press@totalconversioncode.com or 

telephone 800-431-8819 
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